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What Is BASE24? 

Why does BASE24 matter? 

BASE 24 and PCI 3.4 compliance 

BASE24 from ACI Worldwide Inc is the most widely used electronic retail 
payment switch in the world.
ACI software processes almost 50% of the world’s electronic transactions 
totalling more than $13 trillion in transactions per day .    
BASE24 comes in two “flavours” – BASE24 “Classic” and BASE24-eps. 
Both of these comprise POS and ATM applications. 
The predominant computer platform used for running BASE24 is the 
HP NonStop (formerly Tandem Computers) server. 

It is THE core processing platform for card payments and as such it needs to
store cardholder data on disk for extended periods of time. It can never be 
de-scoped from PCI DSS. 
A typical organization using BASE24 processes thousands of transactions per 
second, resulting in millions of new log records entries containing the PAN, 
cardholder name and expiration date – every single day.  

BASE24 logs every single transaction that it processes in its transaction log files.  
There is no mechanism within BASE24 to encrypt or tokenize cardholder data,
including PAN data, so it is stored “in the clear” in these files 
Many BASE24 customers are using BASE24 for so called “on-us” transactions;
these are transactions for credit cards issued by the user. For every “on-us”
transaction, BASE24 has a database record with the credit card number and 
several other details. Data in this file is also not protected by any encryption or
tokenization. 
The BASE24 implementation guide issued by ACI indicates that organizations
running the software must take their own action to protect cardholder data, 
as per requirement 3.4. 
As of July 2014, the vast majority of BASE24 users is using compensating 
controls in the area of PCI DSS 3.4 
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1 Source: IBM website http://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/solutiondetails.do?solution=8210                                   1/2
2 Source: ACI Worldwide website video http://www.aciworldwide.com/do.aspx  
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The downside of using compensating controls 

Options to satisfy requirement 3.4 

About the authors of this paper 

Given that BASE24 does not support encryption or tokenization itself, using
compensating controls was the only option for many years; also there was no
way to even find which files on disk contained PAN data.
However, with products such as SecurData and PANfinder becoming available
and already being used by a number of BASE24 users, the time of compensating
controls for requirement 3.4 should be over.  
Relying solely on security configuration and procedures will leave unencrypted 
or non-tokenized data vulnerable to inappropriate access. This leaves the gate
open for possible credit card fraud. 

There is no whole disk encryption solution on the HP NonStop server that satis-
fies requirement 3.4. Once a user is authenticated by the operating system, 
all files contained on the disk are “in the clear” to them.
Software solutions, such as SecurData, are available on the HP NonStop server.
This can be used to retrofit BASE24 with tokenization capability and can be 
implemented without requiring modifications to the BASE24 application or the
underlying data structures. 
PANfinder is a software tool that can find the locations of unprotected cardholder
data on the system. This can help identify where this data resides and needs to
be protected, as well as identifying unauthorized copies of cardholder data. 
Both SecurData and PANfinder are currently running in production with BASE24
customers and are available from comForte 21. 

comForte 21 is the leading global provider of connectivity, security, middleware
and operations management solutions for the HP NonStop platform. 
See http://www.comforte.com for more details. 

Knightcraft Technology is the leading provider of security and PCI compliance
services for the HP NonStop Server platform. Knightcraft, in partnership with 
UL (QSA), has written the definitive document on PCI DSS Compliance for 
HP NonStop servers available for free download at http://www.knightcraft.com.  
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